How to Create the Perfect Kids Room
Nurseries and playrooms on television and in magazines might have you thinking your child could use a
more playful environment. Some of the more elaborate designs undoubtedly cost more time and money
than you may want to spend, but don’t let that discourage you. Creating a space your kids can call their
own doesn’t need to break the bank or require too much of your time. With a little creative thinking,
you can transform any space into the perfect kid-friendly retreat.
Color the walls
Children are drawn to bright colors that stimulate their creativity. And, though you don’t want them
taking matters into their own hands when it comes to wall art, there are other great ways to create a
beautifully colorful environment. With Dutch Boy’s Crayola palette, a more fun and playful kids room is
just a few paint strokes away. Featuring vibrant shades that match your kids’ crayons, this palette offers
an easy way to bring life into your child’s hideaway. Whimsical colors like Inch Worm, Cream Soda, Little
Princess and Tropical Rain Forest will instantly transform your child’s room into a fun-filled, lively space.
You don’t need to stick with one shade, either. Paint an accent wall or even do custom designs or
stripes. With a few hours and a little creativity, you can quickly and easily turn the kids room in your
home into a magical, youthful escape.
Fun-size furniture
Adult-sized furniture can leave your child feeling like Goldilocks, so bring in some pint-sized pieces to
make them believe the room is specially meant just for them. Even if your budget is tight, there are
plenty of options for fun-size furniture available. Kids’ chairs and tables are great additions to help them
comfortably color, read books, do crafts and exercise their creativity. And there is no need to spend a
fortune. Garage sales commonly offer kids furniture, which can easily be restored. Even if a find appears
worn, a fresh coat of white paint and some bright chair cushions will instantly make it good-as-new – for
a fraction of the price. Let kids help choose the furniture, fabrics and color to give them the feeling the
space is their own and turn the restoration into a fun project.
Dreamland bedding
Making sure your little one has a cozy, restful space to sleep is important, and balancing comfort with
creativity is easier and less costly than you might think. There are endless bedroom options to suit every
style and age, and letting children choose bedding or a quilt cover they love can make their bedtime
routine go more smoothly. Matching pillows can help create a cohesive look, and fun cushions or bright
body pillows can help kids sit comfortably on the floor with a book or game. Whether they choose polka
dots, bright patterns, cartoon images or solid white, a new design that’s all their own will make bed and
naptime something they may actually look forward to. Don’t worry about matching the bedding to other
decoration in the room – dreams are fun and unpredictable, so let your child’s preference lead the way.
Storage
Crayons, and teddy bears, and games, oh my! Storing all of your child’s precious belongings can be
challenging, especially if the room is small. To avoid the “warzone” look, invest in a few storage options
that will improve the look of your child’s room while teaching him to clean up after himself. Closed

cabinets and clear tubs are great for storing stuffed animals, craft items and action figures, while open
bookshelves work well for books, games and puzzles. Open cubby systems are also a good way to teach
young children organization skills while keeping their favorite toys easily accessible. Color-coded bins
can help keep kids rooms bright and youthful while keeping their things off of the floor.
With a little time and minimal cost, you can help transform your child’s room into the perfect place to
learn, dream and play for years to come.

